Summary. Most viable alleles of homeotic genes cause partial transformations within given lineages in a topographically specific fashion. We study this phenomenon as a way to understand the normal mechanisms involved in the spatial regulation of homeotic gene expression. To this end we have investigated the distribution of Ultrabithorax (Ubx) proteins in imaginal discs mutant for hypomorphic and neomorphic alleles of Ubx and alleles of trans-acting genes. We find that the morphological discontinuities observed in the adult transformations are caused by corresponding new patterns of the Ubx proteins in the imaginal anlagen. These novel patterns of Ubx proteins are understood as a consequence of a process of reinforcement-extinction of Ubx expression. The evidence suggesting that this process results from a positive feed-back loop and cell-cell interactions is discussed.
Introduction
The segmental identities of the larval and adult cuticle of Drosophila are dictated by the constant activity, from the blastoderm stage onwards, of a small group of "selector" genes (Garcia-Bellido 1975b) , members of the Bithorax (BX-C) and Antennapedia Complexes (ANTP-C) (Lewis 1978; Sanchez-Herrero et al. 1985; Kaufman et al. 1980) . The maintenance of the activity of these genes throughout development is subject to a complex genetic control, as evidenced by the numerous mutations that interfere with it. These morphogenetic mutants show phenotypic variations that can be described with the parameters of penetrance, expressivity and specificity (Timofeeff-Ressovsky 1931) . Whereas the two former describe quantitative variations of expression, the latter refers to topographical effect of the mutation. We have examined the problem of topographical specificity as a way to gain insight into the regulatory mechanisms that control the normal patterns of expression of selector genes.
As a model system we have chosen Ultrathorax (Ubx), a member of the BX-C (Lewis 1978) . Antibodies against the Ubx proteins (Ubx-P) are available (White and Wilcox 1984) and genetic analysis has identified two types of mutations: those of loss of function (amorphic or hypomorphic) and those producing expression of Ubx in cells that do not express this gene in the wild type (neomorphic, often called gain-of-function mutations). In previous work, the distribution of Ubx-P in imaginal discs of some loss and gain of-function mutants and in two mutants for putative regulatory genes has been monitored (Cabrera et al. 1985; White and Wilcox 1985b; White and Akam 1985) . We have found that the topographical specificity of the cuticular transformations elicited by these mutations correlates with the distribution of the Ubx-P in the epidermal anlage. We concluded that a process of reinforcement-extinction is responsible for the observed patterns of Ubx expression (Cabrera et al. 1985) .
In this work we extend these conclusions by studying the pattern of Ubx-P in a wider spectrum of mutants. In addition, we address the question of the molecular basis of the reinforcement-extinction process. We propose that the Ubx-P feed-back on their own synthesis and that this regulatory loop is necessary to maintain Ubx expression during cell proliferation. This positive autoregulation and cell interactions transform continuous and quantitative variations in Ubx transcription, provoked by mutation, into discontinuous patterns of Ubx-P. The specificity of the mutant transformations is the direct consequence of these novel patterns of Ubx-P. The role of these mechanisms in the regulation of Ubx during normal development is discussed.
Materials and methods
Genetic variants. With the exception of Cbx M~ all mutations studied have been previously described (see text for references). Cbx m is an X-ray-induced mutation associated with In(3R)84F/85A-89E (J. Botas, unpublished results). Individuals carrying Cbx M1 over a wild-type chromosome show transformations of the wing margin in both dorsal and ventral surfaces, the rest of the dorsal mesothorax is mainly wild-type. Double heterozygotes between Cbx M1 and Ubx alleles show strong bithoraxoid and postbithorax phenotypes. The Valleeas strain was used as wild type.
Culture conditions and crosses. Larvae were raised at 25 ~ C except when otherwise indicated.
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Late third instar larvae of the appropriate genotypes were obtained from outcrosses of stocks balanced with the chromosome TM6B, constructed by Drs. L. Craymer and E.B. Lewis, which carries the dominant Tubby larval marker. In the cases of recessive and dominant mutations in Ubx, the pattern distribution of Ubx-P was studied in hemizygous individuals. The only exception being bx ~, which was studied as homozygote. In addition, in the cases of dominant mutations, individuals heterozygous over a wild-type chromosome were studied. In some cases (Dp(3 ; Y)Rg-pbx and Ubl) the sex of the larvae permitted us to distinguish between genotypes. The ventral ganglion and all discs (except labial and clypeo-labrum discs) were studied in at least ten individuals of each genotype. In those cases of low penetrance or variable phenotype, we studied discs in 70-100 individuals.
ImmunoJTuorescence. Labelling with the FP.3.38 monoclonal antibody as well as further treatment of the preparations has been previously reported (White and Wilcox 1984) . The second antibody used for imaginal disc labelling was fluorescein-conjugated goat anti-mouse immunoglobulin (Cappel).
Abbreviations. The segments are designated by the first initial followed by the segment number, e.g. T3, third thoracic segment; A1, first abdominal. When, in addition, the anterior or posterior compartments are being mentioned, the above abbreviations will be followed by the initials A or P respectively.
Results
We have used the monoclonal antibody FP.3.38 (White and Wilcox 1984) , raised against the products encoded by the 5' exon of the Ubx transcription unit (as defined by Hogness et al. 1985) . RNA mapping studies have shown this exon to be common to all Ubx transcripts (Hogness et al. 1985) and thus it is highly probable that this antibody detects all Ubx-P. This conclusion is reinforced by the finding that a polyclonal antibody raised against a nearly complete Ubx polypeptide reveals identical distributions of Ubx-P (Beachy et al. 1985) . Staining with the FP.3.38 antibody allows us, therefore, to test the presence of at least one of the Ubx-P, or the absence of all of them, in a given tissue.
We study here the distribution of the Ubx-P in imaginal discs of mature third instar larvae. Our aim has been to correlate the extent and topographical specificity of the cuticular transformations produced by a variety of mutations, with the patterns of the Ubx-P in the imaginal anlagen. For the purpose of this correlation, available fate maps of imaginal discs were used (Ouweneel and Van der Meer 1973; Bryant 1975; Steiner 1976) .
The pattern of Ubx expression in wild-type imaginal discs
Ubx-P are detected in both dorsal and ventral meso-and metathoracic discs Wilcox 1984, 1985a, b; Beachy et al. 1985; Cabrera et al. 1985) . In the wing disc the label is restricted to some cells of the peripodial membrane and shows a sharp boundary with non-labelled cells in the prospective ventral border, which separates the posterior (P) and anterior (A) compartments (Garcia-Bellido et al. 1973 ) (see Fig. 2a ). A similar boundary is observed in those regions where the squamous cells of the peripodial membrane become columnar and enter the dorsal portion of the disc. In the second leg disc all the cells (ventral and dorsal) of the prospective proximal structures show a weak label (Fig. I c) . The third leg and haltere discs are strongly labelled by the antibody; it is clear however that this label is not uniform (White and Wilcox 1985a; see Fig. 2b ).
The patterns of Ubx-P in loss oJfunction alleles of Ubx Viable alleles of Ubx produce partial transformations within the four compartments of the Ubx realm of action, T2P-T3A T3P-A1A (Lewis 1963 (Lewis , 1978 (Lewis , 1981 Morata and Kerridge 1981) . The two most rostral compartments are affected by alleles of the anterobithorax (abx) and bithorax (bx) groups, which transform T2P T3A to TIP-T2A. These mutations have been mapped to the third intron of the Ubx transcription unit and shown to consist of deletions (abx) and transposon insertions (bx) (Bender et al. 1983 ).
The two most caudal compartments are affected by the bithoraxoid (bxd, T3P-AIA to T2P T3A) and postbithorax (pbx, T3P to T2P) alleles. These mutations have been mapped to the upstream region of the Ubx transcription unit and consist of breakpoints and transposon insertions (bxd) and deletions (pbx) (Bender et al. 1983) .
Except for the cases of pbx 1 and strong bxd alleles, which produce complete or almost complete transformations of the compartments described above, all the other alleles mentioned show partial transformations with distinct specificities. In either case the important result is that we find a complete correlation between the distribution of the Ubx-P in the imaginal anlage and the extent and specificity of the transformations in the adult cuticle of sibling individuals. These new distributions of Ubx-P present two characteristics: (i) cells expressing Ubx are grouped in continuous patches of tissue and (ii) are separated from those not expressing Ubx by sharp boundaries (Cabrera et al. 1985) .
We have shown these conclusions to be true in a number of cases. First, we studied those cases in which the morphological transformations show variable penetrance and expressivity, as well as erratic specificity; abx z and bx 1. The expressivity of both alleles varies between individuals of the same culture and between left and right sides of the same fly. The bx 1 phenotype, in addition, varies with temperature in a proximo-distal fashion (Sanchez-Herrero and Morata 1983) .
The pattern of Ubx-P is abnormal in both mutants (Figs. 1, 2). Areas void of label appear erratically in T3A in both mutants, abx 2, in addition, shows with variable penetrance (temperature-dependent) a transformation in the second leg and posterior mesonotum (Casanova et al. 1985) . In agreement with the observed frequencies we have found the erratic depletion of Ubx-P in small patches of the second leg disc and in the peripodial membrane of the wing disc ( Fig. i b, d ).
We have also studied several cases in which the phenotypic variations are minimal. These included bxd 1~176 bxd 11~ bxd 1 and bx 3. The two former bxd alleles produce a complete depletion of Ubx-P in the posterior compartments of the haltere ( (Cabrera et al. 1985) , and shows that these lesions do not prevent transcription of Ubx in T3P, but rather that Ubx expression is as in T2.
In bx 3 (Fig. 2e; White and Wilcox 1985b) and bxd 1 (not shown) reduced expression of Ubx-P is detected in T3A and T3P respectively, in agreement with the constant specificity of the adult phenotype, patches void of label are observed in the corresponding presumptive areas of the anlage. In addition in these two cases and in bx T M (Cabrera et al. 1985) areas of strong and weak label can be seen. This might be due to temporal variations in the activity of the gypsy transposon, responsible for the phenotypes (Bender et al. 1983 ). Indeed when bx 3, bx 34e or bxd 1 are made doubly homozygous for the suppressor o f hairy-wing locus su(Hw), the transformation is suppressed (Lewis in Lindsley and Grell 1968) . We studied discs of these genotypes and determined that the expression of Ubx-P is brought to wild-type levels.
The pattern o f Ubx-P in neomorphic alleles of Ubx
Several neomorphic, dominant alleles of Ubx, known generically as Contrabithorax (Cbx) , produce the opposite phenotype to the recessive alleles, i.e. they transform T2 to T3 (Lewis 1982) . They all show spatially variable, allele-specific phenotypes, e.g. patches of haltere tissue in different regions of the wing.
These mutations seem to be breakpoints in the upstream (Cbx z, Haltere-mimic, Hm) or downstream (Cbx 3) regions of the Ubx transcription unit, or in the case of Cbx 1 an insertion of part of the pbx region in the second intron of the Ubx transcription unit (Bender et al. 1983 (Bender et al. , 1985 . C b x Mt has not yet been molecularly mapped.
We have studied these alleles in heterozygous condition, where Cbx M1 and H m are fully and Cbx 2 and Cbx 3 partially penetrant. The two former alleles present constant specificity in their transformation, Cbx m affecting the wing margin, dorsally and ventrally and in both anterior and posterior (Lewis 1982) . C b x 2 and C b x 3 conversely, show erratic specificity. In C b x 2, patches of transformed tissue appear anywhere in the dorsal mesothorax, but in C b x 3 they are restricted to the anterior compartment (Lewis 1982) .
We found that the pattern of Ubx-P in the C b x alleles is normal in the posterior pleural regions of the wing disc but, in addition, new label is observed in good topographical correspondence with the adult transformations of this anlage (Fig. 3; White and Akam 1985) . In addition we studied two cases, C b x 1 and H m , in which increasing dosage of the C b x allele leads to an increase in the expressivity of the adult phenotype. In C b x 1 this increase produces an extension of the transformation to the anterior compartment. In both cases the extent of the transformation corresponds with the pattern of Ubx-P (compare H m in Fig. 3 b with that in Cabrera et al. 1985; White and Akam 1985) . Arrowhead denotes the presumptive A/P border, (e) Cbx MI heterozygote. Label is restricted to regions of the presumptive wing margin. (t)bx ~ bxd ~~176 hemizygote haltere disc. Ubx-P drastically reduced in both anterior and posterior compartments but peripodial membrane staining remains at normal levels C b x 1 is not shown here but the differences in pattern can be compared in these two papers.
We studied all the more anterior discs as well, and found no U b x label in any of them. These findings allow us to extend the conclusions of the previous section to the dominant alleles of Ubx.
Finally we studied the above C b x alleles in hemizygotes where loss of function transformations are observed in es- (Lewis 1982) . In T2P the pattern of Ubx-P is identical to that of the corresponding heterozygous individuals. In T3P the pattern of Ubx-P is that of the wing superimposed on a pbx background (e.g. Cbx 2, Cbx ~1 and Hm, see Fig. 3d ).
The pattern of Ubx-P in alleles of trans-regulatory genes
We have studied the effects of mutations in loci for which genetic analysis has suggested a trans-regulatory function on Ubx." Polycomb (Pc), Regulator of bithorax or trithorax (Rg-bx or trx) and Regulator of postbithorax (Rg-pbx) .
The mutation Pc 3 causes in heterozygosis a slight Cbx phenotype (see previous section) as well as various gain of function phenotypes on other members of the BX-C and ANT-C (Lewis 1978; Capdevila et al. 1986 ). These phenotypes show partial penetrance, variable expressivity but constant specificity. Interestingly, both the penetrance and expressivity of the Cbx phenotype can be increased with extra doses of Ubx +, thus providing a rigorous test for the correlation between the pattern of Ubx-P and the extent of the adult transformation. Figure 4a , b shows the pattern of Pc 3 heterozygotes with three and four doses of Ubx +. A dramatic enlargement of the spatial domain of Ubx-P can be seen to occur in a constant position of the wing disc. This ectopic expression maintains its specificity regardless of the number of Ubx + doses, but it appears as scattered spots of cells. The case of Pc is therefore the only exception to the rule that cells expressing Ubx are grouped in continuous patches of tissue.
The mutation Rg-pbx is a dominant allele of the gap gene hunchback (hb) (Duncan 1986; Bender et al. 1987) . It causes a pbx phenotype with variable penetrance and expressivity and erratic specificity (Lewis 1968; Capdevila and Garcia-Bellido 1981) . As in the previous cases, the patterns of Ubx-P also match the two properties of the recessive alleles of Ubx. In Fig. 4d an example of a haltere disc is shown. The same conclusion holds for trx A hemizygous individuals as previously described (Cabrera et al. 1985) .
The pattern of Ubx-P in mutations of RNA Polymerase II Ultrabithorax-like (Ubl)
Ubl is an antimorphic mutation in the/~ subunit of R N A polymeraseII (Greenleaf et al. 1980) . A defective R N A polymerase might be expected to produce phenotypes corresponding to those of hypomorphic alleles of the genes it transcribes. Genetic tests carried out in a variety of loci confirm this point (Mortin and Lefevre 1981) . Ubl heterozygores show a Ubx phenotype and in double heterozygotes with Df(3R) ~fb)s 109 produces bx and pbx transformations that are restricted to distal regions of the metathorax (i.e. capitellum into wing blade). These phenotypes are constant in expressivity and specificity at a given temperature. When haltere discs of Ubl/+; Df(3R) UbxI~ larvae were scored with the antibody, compact patches with weak or no label were restricted to the central region of the haltere (Fig. 4c) , corresponding to the transformation observed in the adult.
Discussion
We have studied the distribution of Ubx-P in a variety of mutants all of which show partial adult transformations within (the loss of function alleles) or outside (the gain of function alleles) the Ubx realm of action. In such a system of extensive phenotypic variations we have sought to establish a relationship between the extent and specificity of the transformations and the patterns of expression of the Ubx-P in the corresponding anlagen. For the purpose of this correlation available fate maps were used. However, given the rough approximation allowed by this correspondence we obtained further support by studying (i) temperature-dependent changes in expressivity and specificity (bx 1); (ii) dosage-dependent changes in expressivity (Pc 3, Cbx 1, Hm); (iii) strict restrictions, for example, posterior (pbx, bxd) 
or anterior (abx 2, bx ~, bx 3, Cbx 3) transformations and (iv) cases of extreme variability (abx 2, bx ~, Cbx 2, Cbx 3, trx, Rg-pbx).
This relationship should allow us to distinguish between two possible alternatives by which the anlage might respond to the activity of Ubx: a full response in different portions of the anlage or a graded responsiveness (thresholds). If the former is true it will important to determine the mechanism(s) by which the pattern of Ubx is attained. If the latter, the nature of those singularities causing different responses in different cells will have to be defined.
Our main finding is that a one-to-one correlation exists between the extent and specificity of the adult transformation and the distribution of Ubx-P in the imaginal discs. Further, we have observed that the patches void of label in the loss of function alleles are associated with enlarged haltere territories and, conversely, size diminutions of the wing disc correlate with patches of label in the gain of function alleles. This indicates that the imaginal anlage is also transformed (here in terms of early embryonic growth) according to the homeotic histotype, as previously shown by morphological observations (Chen 1929 ) and clonal analysis (Morata 1975; Morata and Garcia-Bellido 1976) . These results are consistent with the cell autonomy of selector gene expression in genetic mosaics (Garcia-Bellido and Lewis 1976; Morata and Garcia-Bellido 1976; Mifiana and Garcia-Bellido 1982) .
We therefore generalize our previous conclusion (Cabrera et al. 1985) , namely that the morphological discontinuities observed in the adult transformations are caused by similarly discontinuous new patterns of the Ubx-P in the mutant imaginal discs. Indeed sharp boundaries separate cells expressing or not expressing Ubx, reflecting two alternative steady states (all or none) in terms of Ubx expression. This shows that the transformations of the adult and imaginal discs result from the differential spatial expression of Ubx, rather than from thresholds defining regions of sufficiency or insufficiency for the requirements of Ubx activity (Garcia-Bellido 1975a). We have named the processes by which these differential patterns of Ubx-P are generated reinforcement-extinction (Cabrera etal. 1985) .
In what follows we shall discuss evidence that suggests that the process of reinforcement-extinction, enhanced in the mutants, is an essential component of the normal activity of Ubx. We shall consider for this discussion the results obtained with other selector genes besides Ubx.
The maintenance of seleetor gene expression
The use of molecular probes has revealed an unexpectedly high degree of dynamism in the spatial patterns of expression of selector genes. In brief, it has been observed in the wild type (i) the initial ectodermal patterns undergo modulations that affect the extent of their spatial domains throughout embryogenesis (e.g. Ubx, White and Wilcox, 1985a ; Antp, Carroll et al. 1986 ; Deformed-Dfd and Sex combs reduced-Scr, Chadwick and McGinnis 1987; Mahaffey and Kaufman 1987; Martinez-Arias et al. 1987; Riley et al. 1987) . (ii) By the larval stage, spatial shifts in selector gene expression can also be seen to have taken place from the embryonic domains to those in the imaginal disc (White and Wilcox 1984 , 1985a , 1985b Cabrera etal. 1985; Figs. I c, 2 a) . (iii) The imaginal discs show a considerable heterogeneity of selector gene expression in relation to the extent of the embryonic domains. This is substantiated by the uneven levels of expression within a given disc or compartment (White and Wilcox 1985a; Brower 1987) . In addition characteristic accumulations of selector gene products in certain areas of imaginal discs are observed with sharp boundaries towards areas with no expression (White and Wilcox 1985a; Cabrera et al. 1985; Wirz et al. 1986; Chadwick and McGinnis 1987; Mahaffey and Kaufman 1987; Martinez-Arias et al. 1987; Brower 1987; this work) .
It has been proposed that these heterogeneous and changing patterns of expression respond to trans-regulatory interactions between the different selector genes (Hafen et al. 1984a; Harding et al. 1985; White and Wilcox 1985b; Struhl and White 1985; Carroll et al. 1986 ). These interactions are such that those selector genes active more posteriorly are prevalent over those functioning more anteriorly (Struhl and White 1985) . This level of regulation, however, seems to take place only in marginal areas of the selector genes domains, i.e., in those more caudal domains where the expression of a given gene overlaps with others specifying more posterior segments. This kind of co-expression, however, does not occur in their most anterior domains, hence the heterogeneity of selector gene expression cannot be explained solely as a consequence of such interactions. Another possible way of regulating these dynamic patterns may be through the globally acting homeotic genes. These fall into two classes: (i) those that seem to maintain the off-state of selector genes outside of their wild-type domains, the Pc group (Lewis 1978; Struhl 1981; Duncan 1982; lngham 1984; Dura et al. 1985; Jfirgens 1985) and (ii) those that are necessary for the maintenance of the onstate within the selector genes' wild-type domains, the trx group (Inham and Whittle 1980; Inham 1981; Capdevila and Garcia-Bellido 1981 ; Shearn et al. 1987) .
Several studies have been conducted in which selector gene expression was monitored in mutant backgrounds of the above two groups of genes. In every case the genetic predictions outlined above were shown to be correct (Beachy et al. 1985; Struhl and Akam 1985; White and Wilcox 1985b; Carroll et al. 1986; Wedeen et al. 1986; Riley et al. 1987; Casanova and White 1987) . Our data, in the present (Fig. 4a, c) and previous reports (Cabrera et al. 1985) , extend these studies to imaginal development (also Ingham 1985b). All these genetic and molecular data suggest that the wild-type function of the Pc and trx gene groups is not spatially restricted to any domain, and thus it is unlikely that either class of homeotic gene plays a role in selector gene patterning. Rather they seem to exert a supportive function in the maintenance of the on-or offstate of selector genes.
Finally we shall consider the role of the segmentation genes in selector gene patterning. Two classes of segmentation genes, gap and pair rule (N/isslein-Volhard and Wieschaus 1980), have been shown to alter the patterns of selector gene expression in the early embryo White and Lehmann 1986; Ingham and Martinez-Arias 1986; Riley et al. 1987) . Further and most interestingly, dominant alleles of hb (hb Rg-pbx) and fushi tarazu (jf'tz gpl and ftz Uaj) elicit phenotypes on the adult cuticle similar to those of loss of function alleles of the BX-C (Lewis 1968; Capdevila and Garcia-Bellido 1981; Duncan 1986; Bender et al. 1987) . We have shown here for hb Rg-pbX that indeed the adult phenotype is due to altered expression of Ubx-P in the imaginal discs (Fig. 4d) . It is however unlikely that the wild-type alleles of hb or ftz play a role in selector gene patterning throughout development, for they are only transiently required (Bender etal. 1987; Lehmann and N/isslein-Volhard 1987; Wakimoto and Kaufinan 1981) and expressed in the early blastoderm (Hafen et al. J 984b; Carroll and Scott 1985; Tautz et al. 1987) . The adult phenotypes of the dominant alleles of hb and j?z are better interpreted as an early effect on selector gene activation, which is then maintained throughout development.
We propose that the process of reinforcement-extinction is the main regulatory mechanism responsible for the plasticity of the selector gene patterning. In the following we shall discuss the arguments that lead us to consider that this process operates through two different, but complementary, mechanisms: a positive feed-back loop and cellcell interactions.
The process of reinforcement-extinction
We have used the topographical specificity of the viable alleles of Ubx as a model system to investigate the normal mechanisms of selector gene patterning. If we understood how these mutations perturb normal Ubx function we could learn what mechanisms are relevant in wild-type patterning.
That the viable alleles of Ubx affect transcriptional activity is largely accepted and several models have been proposed to account for it. Disruption of a chromatin domain (Hogness et al. 1985) , loss of cis-acting elements (Hogness et al. 1985; Bender et al. 1985; Peifer and Bender 1986; White and Wilcox 1985b) , or inhibitory positional effects of the new DNA sequences brought in by the mutations (Saari and Bienz 1987) are the main molecular options proposed. Whichever model, or combinations thereof, happens to be the correct one, the issue to be resolved is the cause of the spatial specificity of the phenotypes produced by the mutations. To account for this crucial fact multiple cisacting elements, responsible for the topographical onset of Ubx transcription, have been proposed to be disrupted by the loss of function mutations (Bender et al. 1985; Pfeifer and Bender 1986) . Similarly the patterns of the gain of function alleles have been explained by supposing that specific enhancer-type elements are brought into close proximity by the chromosomal rearrangements (White and Akam 1985) .
The former hypothesis can explain the gross spatial regulation of Ubx in different compartments (White and Wilcox 1985b; Cabrera et al. 1985) . However when applied to the partial transformations within a compartment this model loses its heuristic value. In other words, if different cis-elements were controlled by specific trans-acting factors one would have to explain how these factors are patterned. We have discussed in the previous section that locally acting trans-regulators of selector genes have not been revealed by mutation.
The second hypothesis, which postulates specific enhancers patterning Ubx-P in the gain of function alleles is contradicted by several facts. Firstly, it cannot explain the erratic patterns of Ubx-P in Cbx 2 and Cbx 3, nor the changes in specificity in Cbx I heterozygous and homozygous conditions. Secondly, the Cbx alleles in hemizygosis show their Ubx-P wing disc patterns reproduced in the haltere, where they are superimposed over a Ubx or pbx background (Fig. 3 d) . Finally, the transformations produced by different Cbx mutations can be extended to new anlagen when combined with mutations in other genes (J. Botas and A. Garcia-Bellido, unpublished results). These data suggest that an unspecific defect in the maintenance of the off-state of Ubx is the main cause of the pattern of Ubx-P in these alleles (Cabrera et al. 1985) . Although certain degrees of chromosomal position effects may very well take place they can hardly account for the allele-specific patterns.
We envisage the transcriptional efficiency achieved in each allele as the initial step determining the patterns of Ubx-P (see below). In addition a temporal component in the level of transcription is foreseen. For example, in the case of those alleles resulting from transposon insertions the activity of the mobile element is the causal effect of Ubx transcriptional detriment, as the normal patterns of Ubx-P are restored when the su(Hw) is brought in. Variable activity of these transposons has been reported to occur throughout development Corces 1985, 1986) , providing the basis for such a temporal component. Indeed the intermediate levels of labelling observed in bx 3 (Fig. 2e) and bx 3~ (Cabrera et al. 1985) may be due to variable temporal activity of the gypsy transposon.
The idea that changes in transcriptional activity of Ubx underlies the specificity of mutant transformations is strongly supported by the case of Ubl, a RNA polymerase II mutation. Here constant depletion of Ubx transcription is expected to occur in every cell throughout development. However, the transformation caused by this mutation is restricted to the capitellum in the haltere and is correlated with depletion of the Ubx-P in only the presumptive capitellure (Fig. 4d) .
The positive feed-back loop
The reasoning behind the positive feed-back loop stems from the general observation that the perturbations induced by the viable alleles of Ubx lead to two steady states, all or none, of this gene's activity. These two steady states could be attained by the discussed effect of these alleles on the transcriptional efficiency of Ubx. In such a case sub-optimal quantities of Ubx-P may fall below a threshold level in some cells and fail to feed-back onto Ubx transcription. Conversely, if the amounts of Ubx-P are kept over the critical threshold level the feed-back loop would be maintained.
Although selector gene expression seems to be resolved into two steady states, all or none, intermediate levels are also observed in both wild-type and mutant cells. These intermediate levels may be caused by different rates of cell division in different parts of the anlage. Those cells with a higher division rate would have a lower abundance of selector gene product. Similar variations in abundance are expected if selector gene transcription was to change during the cell cycle.
Cell-cell interactions
Clonal analysis has shown that transformed cells are not related by lineage in the cases of mutations of Ubx and trans-regulatory genes (Morata 1975; Sanchez-Herrero and Morata 1983; Duncan and Lewis 1982; Ingham 1985a; Capdevila et al. 1986 ). Thus, the allele-specific transformations induced by these mutations are not attained by cell inheritance. This suggests that in the wild type the state of activity of selector genes is not transmitted clonally.
The best evidence to support the latter conclusion is found in the changing patterns of selector genes during development described above. A particularly strong case is provided by the expression of Ubx-P in wild-type T3 anlagen. In the haltere disc, cells showing the highest levels of Ubx-P form patches across the anterior-posterior compartment boundary (Brower 1987) . In the third leg disc, cells that express Ubx are related by lineage with those not expressing it (see White and Wilcox 1985 a for a detailed description of Ubx-P in this anlage). In addition it should be noted that pattern formation in the adult cuticle takes place in the absence of cell migration in both wild type and mutants (Ripoll 1972; Portin 1987) . Thus cell sorting can be disregarded as a mechanism in selector gene patterning.
The lack of clonal inheritance of the on/off state of selector genes implies that in each division this cell state has to be re-set. This property allows for influences between neighbouring cells. These influences are best understood as collective decisions taken by groups of cells. Indeed the transformations that occur in transdetermination are collective cellular decisions (Gehring 1967; Garcia-Bellido and Ripoll 1978) . In this framework we propose that perturbations on Ubx transcriptional efficiency, provoked by mutation, are translated into spatially specific patterns through these non-autonomous interactions.
Conclusion
In normal development selector genes are activated in the early embryo in spatially restricted domains. As development proceeds selector gene function is deployed by the unfolding of an intricate maintenance mechanism, as evidenced by the complex evolution and final outcome of their patterns of expression. The elements that collaborate in selector gene patterning are the efficiency of their promoters, an autoregulatory loop and cellular interactions. Segmental identity at the end of this patterning process is attained as a fully autonomous response to the activity of the selector gene.
